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Board Concept.  
 

The Mik-Matrix is a PCB that uses a 32mm x 32mm 8x8 BiColour (Red/Green) LED 
Dot Matrix module (Common Cathode) to create a moving LED message board. 

Mik-Matrix has evolved from a great piece of software created by Curtis Pratt 
(User: Justplayin) on TheBackShed.com where he designed a working Mono-Colour 
message board using RED 8x8 LED matrix panels. This impressed me considerably 
and after consultation with Curtis we came up with a concept to drive Bi-Colour 
RED/GREEN 8x8 Matrix panels to offer 3 colours, Red, Green & Yellow. 

Curtis, after lengthy hours of hair pulling and gnashing of teeth, has come up with a 
very pleasing piece of software that drives the Mik-Matrix, demonstrating the 
colours and added some neat effects that he has written into his code. Bear in mind 
that the demo software is entirely written in MMBasic. if CFunctions were written 
to suit it quite possibly could dramatically improve the display performance.  

UPDATE!!   Curtis has taught himself C code and has come up with a very 
impressive Demo Indeed!      See APPENDIX C for more information. 
Build Considerations. 
Mik-Matrix is a double sided board with all components (except connectors) being 
SMD style and mounted on both sides of the board. The ICs are relatively easy to 
solder as they have a pin spacing of 1.27mm (quite wide in this day and age), in fact 
the gap is so wide I even have tracks running between some pads. Whilst there are 
no traps for the unwary, apart from maybe the size of the 0805 SMD R’s and C’s, 
the following items need consideration before soldering them on the PCB. 

C2, C4 These can be Tantalum (check the polarity) or Ceramic (not polarised),           
if Tantalum are used the BAR indicate the Positive side (+ on PCB). 

J1, J2 These are 12pin female `machined pin’ socket strips. To allow the R/A 
male and female headers (J5 & J6) sit flush with the bottom side of the 
PCB it is necessary to cut the inner 6 pins down to about 1mm in length as 
shown in this picture, these 6 
pins then need to be soldered on 
the TOP side of the PCB.  



See Appendix A for further photos and options. 

J5, J6 These are single row Right Angle PCB mount male (J5) and female (J6) 
connectors, take note that there are two styles of male R/A connector, 
use the low profile one as shown in this picture (black plastic is AFTER 
the bend in the pin). Also depending on the brand of the headers the pins 
may not go all the way `home’ into the female causing a small gap to be 
visible between each Mik-Matrix module, if this is the case then just snip 
1mm to 1.5mm as required from each of the male pins to allow the pins to 
fit all the way into the female header. 

  

 

 

 

  

 

Connecting to a Micromite. 
As the Mik-Matrix is driven via an SPI interface it isn’t limited to being driven via a 
Micromite but the software that Curtis has written currently only supports the 
Micromite 2 (& Plus). The new C-Function version will work on all current versions of 
Micromite 2 and Micromite PLUS. Currently, at the time of writing, the latest 
version of MMBasic is Ver. 5.1.  

A Micromite connection table is shown below: (See update in APPENDIX C) 

     MicroMite Versions
28pin 44pin 64pin 100pin

Pin 1 Clock Pin 25 Pin 14 Pin 50 Pin 70

Pin 2 Load/CS Pin 23 Pin 23 Pin 23 Pin 23

Pin 3 Data IN Pin 3 Pin 20 Pin 8 Pin 72

Pin 4 Gnd

Pin 5 5 Volt

Mik-Matrix J5

 



   Schematic.  



Bill of Materials 

 
Reference Type Description

IC1 MAX7219CWG SOIC

IC2 MAX7219CWG SOIC
L1 LED 8x8 BiColor Common Cathode Red/Green Bicolour 24pin
J1 12pin machined pin strip Modified, See text

J2 12pin machined pin strip Modified, See text
J5 5pin R/A Male SIL Low Profile, See text
J6 5pin R/A Female SIL

C1 100nF 0805 SMD
C3 100nF 0805 SMD
C2 10μF, 10V 3216(1206) SMD Ceramic or Tantalum

C4 10μF, 10V 3216(1206) SMD Ceramic or Tantalum
R1 10K 0805 SMD
R2 10K 0805 SMD  

 

LED Display modules. 
There are a myriad of BiColour Red/Green brands out there but all the units I have 
seen in the 3mm (LEDs), 32mm square module all seem to have the same pinout. The 
main thing to look out for is that you buy COMMON CATHODE types. The first units 
I bought are a very bright high intensity display and I recommend setting the 
software to a brightness level of 1 (range is 0-15, dim-bright). This model is a   
YSM-1288CR3G2C. These have a distinct YELLOW colour when both RED and 
GREEN are lit. These modules are available from sparkfun.com via this link. (Note 
their data sheet has the RED and GREEN LEDs transposed). These modules, 
especially on the brighter settings, would probably be quite suitable for bright sunlit 
areas. 

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/681 

I have also bought some slightly cheaper units from China and these are much 
dimmer than the Sparkfun units and I recommend setting the brightness level to 15 
(highest). These have a distinct ORANGE colour when both RED and GREEN are lit. 
Both my wife and I find the ORANGE colour quite pleasing but due to the lower 
brightness I would not recommend these modules if intended to be used in bright 
sunlit areas but are perfectly fine indoors and of course at night.  

  



The pinout of the modules needs to meet the diagram shown below, I have not seen 
any 3mm 32mm modules that differ from this but I am sure there may be some out 
there.  

NOTE 1!  These must be COMMON CATHODE type. 

NOTE 2!  In our application, we use the modules rotated 90 degrees clockwise due 
to it being easier to manipulate the bit pattern data in the software 
Curtis has written.  

NOTE 3! Many suppliers (sparkfun as an example) show the RED and GREEN LEDs, 
in their datasheets, swapped but in all the cases we have seen they meet 
the diagram shown below. If yours do have the colours swapped then the 
RED command will display GREEN and vice-versa. 

  



Powering Mik-Matrix 
A separate power supply is highly recommended for powering the LED modules.  

Using one of those cheap USB power meters, you can buy from eBay for a few 
dollars, I saw current draws up to 400mA for 5 Mik-Matrix modules on full 
brightness level. Of course this varied considerably depending on the amount of 
LEDs illuminated at the same time. The constant cycling and changing of LED 
patterns can cause instability of the power supply voltages.  For testing I powered 
mine directly from the MUP, but I plan to use a separate supply on any real project. 

 

How the software works. (Written by Curtis Pratt) 

 
We are using a pair of Maxim 7219 serially interfaced LED display drivers to control each of the YSM-
1288CR3G2C Double Color Matrix modules. The YSM-1288CR3G2C is an 8x8 matrix of both RED and GREEN 
LEDs. Just remember “There is no spoon”...  Oops! Wrong Matrix...  I mean there are no YELLOW LEDs.   
However, with a little visual trickery, we are able to display yellow along with green and red. 
 
Mick has managed to take a circuit designed to fit on the back of the much larger 60mm LED matrix modules and 
magically squeeze it down to fit on the back of a 32mm matrix display.   He also, at my request, relocated the 
connections so the matrix is rotated 90 degrees.  This rotation greatly simplifies the data handling.  The usual 
position of the matrix module has the data displayed by rows across the display.  This either requires a font to be 
8x8 or if using a smaller font you will need to do a lot of bit manipulation to fit a smaller font on the display and 
span displays.  By rotating the display, a smaller font or even a proportional font may easily be displayed as a series 
of columns. Also, scrolling is simply a matter of displaying the next set of column data. 
 
  
Using the MAX7219 (the basics): 
 
The MAX7219 works as a 16 bit shift register.  As new data is clocked in on one side the old data is clocked out on 
the other side. After data is clocked in, the LOAD pin is brought low, which “activates” the data which was clocked 
into the MAX7219. The Mik-Matrix modules use two MAX7219 ICs, one for the green LEDs and one for the red 
LEDs. This means four bytes of data are needed to program a bi-colour matrix module. The first two bytes are 
clocked through the first MAX7219 (red) then on into the second MAX7219 (green). The third and fourth bytes 
will end up in the first MAX7219 (red).  If using a single bi-colour module you would then bring the LOAD pin 
LOW.  If more Mik-Matrix modules are used, you will need to continue loading the data to the remaining modules 
before dropping the LOAD line LOW. 
 
When using multiple Mik-Matrix modules, all the modules need to be programmed at the same time. Since the 
Mik-Matrix modules are daisy chained together, data flow is transferred from one module into the next.  Trying to 
program a single module will alter all the other modules with the data clocked into previous modules and cause 
remaining modules to be out of sync.  This is an important point to remember when trying to generate yellow. 
  



 
Initialization: 
 
To insure the MAX7219 is in the proper state to be used it must be initialized.  The MAX7219 requires two bytes 
for each command set. Some of the initialization values are set on power up of the MAX7219, but it is safest to set 
them yourself to a known state. The first byte is the instruction and the second is the data being acted upon.  
Suggested initialization sequence: 
 

&H0C00 -  Turn display off  (a MAX7219 is still programmable in the off state) 
&H0900 -  Set to No Decode mode (a MAX7219 is capable of BCD decoding for 7 Segment displays) 
&H0Ann -  Set Brightness Level (nn = 00 to 0F) 
&H0B07 -  Set 8 bit data mode 
&H0F00 -  Turn off Test Mode (should be off anyway but be sure) 
&H0C01 -  Turn Display on 

 

Pulse the LOAD line after sending each pair of bytes. 
 
If multiple MAX7219 chips are present the initialization data must be repeated to program each of the chips.  Each 
Mik-Matrix module uses two 7219 chips and must be initialized accordingly. 
 
Lighting up some LEDs: 
 
After initializing to a known state, to turn on some LEDs simply requires sending a byte to select the column to use 
and a byte which is the bit pattern of the LEDs to turn on.   
 

&H01AA -  Will turn on every other LED in the first column.   
&H08FF -  Will turn on all 8 LEDs in column 8 
&H0800 -  Will turn off all 8 LEDs in column 8 
 

(in the above examples, the data is formatted  for a single MAX7219 on a single colour matrix) 
 
 
Displaying Colours: 
 
On the Mik-Matrix, four bytes must be sent per module. Two bytes for the green LEDs and two bytes for the red.  
The first and third bytes should be the same to ensure you are programming the same column for each colour if you 
wish to display YELLOW. 
 
If displaying green, first send the column byte then the byte pattern.  For the second group, repeat the column 
number and zero for the data pattern (No red). 
 

&H01AA  &H0100 – Select column 1 and turn ON every other green LED in that column, then select             
s                column 1 and turn OFF all of the red LEDs. 

 
Displaying red is basically the same operation except zero is sent in the first group of bytes, and the  LED data 
pattern is set in the second group. 
 

&H0100  &H01AA – Select column 1 and turn off the green LEDs, then select column 1 and turn on 
xs               every other red LED in that column.    

 
Now the complex part.  Displaying yellow is the combination of green and red.  However, actually turning the 
green and red LEDs on at the same time will produce coloured interference patterns. The two MAX7219s share 
cathode drive lines on the matrix display and both are scanning the LEDs at the same time (a built in function of 
each chip) but not at exactly at the same rate. To prevent this interference, it is necessary to alternate turning the 
two MAX7219 chips OFF and ON. This is done by sending an OFF instruction to one MAX7219 and sending an 
ON instruction to the other.  Both of these instructions will be acted upon by the MAX7219s but will not alter the 
existing data contained in the MAX7219s.  After a brief period (10ms or less) the instructions should be sent in the 
opposite order.  While your program is idle you may want to use an interrupt routine to handle this switching 
procedure.  However, when updating/changing the matrix displays output, the interrupt routine should be disabled 



so it does not disrupt the display data being written.  Remember ALL of the Mik-Matrix displays must be updated 
the same time!  You can update all the column 1s on each matrix then manually switch green and red to on and off 
for all the displays, then update the column 2s on all matrix modules and switch green and red to off and on for all 
of the displays. 
 

Step 1:  &H01AA  &H01AA  - Light up every other LED  in column 1 for both green and red. 
Step 2:  &H0C00  &H0C01  - Turn green's 7219 OFF and red's 7219 ON 
Step 3:  A brief delay (10ms or less) 
Step 4:  &H0C01  &H0C00  - Turn green's 7219 ON and red's 7219 OFF 
Step 5:  Wait 10ms or less and go back to Step 2 

  
This will produce a yellow colour. The switching does not affect the displaying of green or red separately other 
than causing them to be appear slightly dimmer. 
 
 
(See Appendix B for a short example Program) 
 
A more comprehensive FULL demo program can be found on my site, hosted by Dontronics.com 
 

http://www.dontronics.com/micks-mite/files/index.php?dir=11+Mik-Matrix%2F 
 
 
 

 
 
  



Useful Links. 
 

All associated files for Mik-Matrix 

http://www.dontronics.com/micks-mite/files/index.php?dir=11+Mik-Matrix%2F 

 

Full hardware design for the MicroMite (uMite) project can be found here.   

  http.//geoffg.net/micromite.html 

 
The Back Shed Microcontroller Forum 

http.//www.thebackshed.com/forum/forum_topics.asp?FID=16 

 

MicroMite.org  (They stock a wide range of other uMite goodies including my boards) 
 

Dontronics, A supplier of other hobbyist items and microprocessor boards 
http.//www.shop-dontronics.com 
 
 
My MuP (Micromite controller PCB I used to drive the Mik-Matrix) 
http://www.dontronics.com/micks-mite/files/index.php?dir=01+MuP%2F 
 
My MuP-TTL  
http://www.dontronics.com/micks-mite/files/09%20MuP-TTL/MuP-TTL.pdf 
 
An FTDI based TTL serial cable for MuP 
https://www.shop-dontronics.com/ftdi-usb-to-serial-ttl-level-3.3v-converter-cable 
  

A shameless plug of other Products and offerings I have to offer 

http.//www.thebackshed.com/forum/forum_posts.asp?TID=6992&KW=*** 

Or 

http.//www.dontronics.com/micks-mite/files/ 

  



APPENDIX A 
My suggestion to use machined pin female headers for J1 and J2 and trim the inner 
6 pins down to enable J5 and J6 to sit flat is my preferred method of mounting the 
LED modules as this enables J5 & J6 to be at exactly the same alignment as they sit 
flat with the bottom of the PCB. As a picture tells a 1000 words, see these photos 
for more information on this process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Curtis has pointed out that if this does not appeal you can simply raise the height of 
J5 and J6 before soldering to the board as there is sufficient lead length to do so. 
He also mentioned that standard female headers may also be used instead of J1 and 
J2 if you raise the height of J5 and J6. 

  



APPENDIX B 
 
    
  '** Short demo using two Bi-Colour Matrix Modules  
  '** Version 1.0 -  December 14th, 2015 
  
  
  NumOfLEDs = 2  'Total number of bi-colour modules connected 
  NumOf7219s = NumOfLEDs * 2  'Each LED module has two MAX7219 chips 
  SwitchTime = 10 ' (10 or less) The interrupt delay time for switching between Green and Red 
  toggle = 1 'Flag used for switching between Red and Green to produce Yellow   
 
  '**** SPI Port Setting **** 
  Spi Open 5000000, 0, 16   ' 5MHz, Mode 0, 16 bits 
  'pin 3 is SPI Out for MicroMite 170 
  'pin 25 is SPI Clock for MicroMite 170 
  'Pin 14 is SPI In for MicroMite 170 and is NOT USED for this application 
  LOADpin = 23  'pin 23 is used to pulse/trigger the LOAD (or CS) line  
  Setpin LOADpin, Dout  
   
  '**** The MAX 7219 Initialization sequence  
  Send_Init(&H0C00)  'Shutdown Mode (display off) 
  Send_Init(&H0900)  'BCD DECODE DIGITS  (00 = NO DECODE, FF = DECODE ALL) 
  Send_Init(&H0A02)  'BRIGHTNESS (00 TO 0F) 
  Send_Init(&H0B07)  '8 DIGITS or bits (0-7)  
  Send_Init(&H0F00)  'TEST Mode OFF 
  EraseAll           'Erase any random data in the display registers 
  Send_Init(&H0C01)  'Normal Operation (display on) 
 
 
  Print "Lighting column 1 on the left LED module using the GREEN LEDs" 
  Print "Lighting column 4 on the right module using GREEN" 
  AA=Spi(1*256+&HFF) 'select column 1 and all eight bits on.  (green - left module) 
  AA=Spi(1*256+&H00) 'select column 1 and all eight bits off. (red - left module) 
  AA=Spi(4*256+&HFF) 'select column 4 and all eight bits on.  (green - right module) 
  AA=Spi(4*256+&H00) 'select column 4 and all eight bits off. (red - right module) 
  Pulse LOADpin, 0.1 
 
  Wait 'Just a short delay for you to see what happened before moving on 
  
  Print "Light every other LED in column 2 on the left module using RED" 
  Print "Light every other LED in column 5 on the right module using RED" 
  AA=Spi(2*256+&H00) 'select column 2 and all eight bits off. (green - left module) 
  AA=Spi(2*256+&HAA) 'select column 2 and all eight bits on.  (red - left module) 
  AA=Spi(5*256+&H00) 'select column 5 and all eight bits off. (green - right module) 
  AA=Spi(5*256+&H55) 'select column 5 and all eight bits on.  (red - right module) 
  Pulse LOADpin, 0.1 
 
  Wait  'Another short delay for you to see what happened before continuing 
 
  Print "Light the top half of column 8 with yellow on the left " 
  Print "and the bottom half of column 8 on the right" 
  AA=Spi(8*256+&H0F) 'select column 8 top LEDs on. (green - left module) 
  AA=Spi(8*256+&H0F) 'select column 8 top LEDs on. (red - left module) 
  AA=Spi(8*256+&HF0) 'select column 8 bottom LEDs on. (green - right module) 
  AA=Spi(8*256+&HF0) 'select column 8 bottom LEDs on. (red - right module)  
  Pulse LOADpin, 0.1 
 
  Wait ' This delay is to allow you to see yellow before ending the program 
 
  Print "This is Yellow WITH switching the 7219s on and off." 
  EraseAll 'Erase previous exammples from the displays 
  '** Draw a Yellow stripe down the middle of both modules 
  For i = 3 to 6 'The number of columns on each module 
    For j = 1 to NumOfLEDs 'We will write the same data to both LED modules 
      'Multiply i by 256 to shift the column #i to the upper byte and add LED pattern to use 
      AA=Spi(i*256+&HFF) 'select column i and all Green LEDs on 
      AA=Spi(i*256+&HFF) 'select column i and all Red LEDs on 
    Next j 
    Pulse LOADpin, 0.1 
  Next i 



 
  Wait 
 
  Print "This is Yellow WITHOUT switching the 7219s on and off." 
  Print "You should see how the 7219s interfere with each other." 
  Enable7219s 
  Print 
  Print "5 Second Pause"   
  Pause 5000 ' 5 Second delay  
  Print 
   
  Print "Shutdown"  'Who really does this? 
  Send_Init(&H0C00) 'Shutdown Mode (displays off) 
  EraseAll          'Wipe the data from all the display modules 
 
End  'That's All Folks! 
 
 
 
  '**** Actually transmit the Initialization data **** 
  '     Repeat sending the same data to each 7219 
Sub Send_Init(SendBytes) 
  Local i 
  For i = 1 To NumOf7219s  
    AA=Spi(SendBytes)  'Transmit the data out the SPI 
  Next i 
  Pulse LOADpin, 0.1 'load/activate the data in all the 7219s 
End Sub 
 
 
  '**** Zero out all the modules **** 
Sub EraseAll 
  local i, j 
  For i = 1 To 8 'number of columns 
    For j = 1 To NumOf7219s 
      'Multiply i by 256 to shift the column #i to the upper byte and add LED pattern to use 
      AA=Spi(i*256+&H00) ' 00 is all 8 LEDs off 
    Next j 
    Pulse LOADpin, 0.1 'load/activate the data in all the 7219s 
  Next i 
End Sub 
 
 
 '**** Just a short delay to allow you to take in what is happening 
 '**** This SUB enables the switching interrupt routine during the Pause 
Sub Wait 
  Print 
  Print "5 Second Pause"   
  Settick SwitchTime, ToggleColor  ' Enable colour switching interupt at 5ms 
  Pause 5000 ' 5 Second delay  
  Settick 0, ToggleColor  'Disable colour switching interupt while updating display 
  Print 
End Sub 
 
 
'**** Interrupt routine to alternately switch modules on and off 
'**** this is to prevent the 7219 pair from interfering with each other 
Sub ToggleColor 
  Local i 
  Settick 0, ToggleColor  ' Turn off the interrupt while in the SUB 
  For i = 1 To NumOfLEDs  
    If toggle = 1 Then 
      AA=Spi(&H0C01) 'Green On 
      AA=Spi(&H0C00) 'Red Off  
     Else 
      AA=Spi(&H0C00) 'Green Off 
      AA=Spi(&H0C01) 'Red On  
    Endif 
  Next i 
  Pulse LOADpin, 0.1 'load/activate the data in all the 7219s 
  toggle = Not(toggle)  'This will cause varible to switch back and forth between 0 and 1 
  Settick SwitchTime, ToggleColor 'Turn the interrupt back on 
End Sub 
 
  '**** Make sure all the 7219 modules are turned on 
  'Do not do this normally - this is for this demo only 
Sub Enable7219s 



  For i = 1 To NumOfLEDs  
    AA=Spi(&H0C01) 'Green On 
    AA=Spi(&H0C01) 'Red On  
  Next i 
  Pulse LOADpin, 0.1 'load/activate the data in all the 7219s 
End Sub   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A NOTE on MAX7219 Chips: 
 
The `standard’ price for MAX7219 chips from the usual suppliers is typically around 
$10ea. This would make every panel cost around $30 by the time you factor all 
components into the calculation. Fortunately there are a myriad of suppliers (search 
on eBay) selling MAX7219CWG SSOP (SOP24) chips for around 50c each. Are these 
genuine Maxim chips? I doubt it, but the fact remains that these cheap chips 
certainly seem to work well, (in fact I have only had one fault report out of around 
80 chips in currently in use in Mik-Matrix boards and it was faulty at first power 
up), over all they respond exactly the same as known genuine MAX7219 chips.. The 
decision is yours, pay a premium for known genuine chips or take a punt and risk a 
few cents and buy from Chinese sources. 
  



APPENDIX C 
As mentioned earlier Curtis has gone and taught himself C and has written some C 
Functions in his new code (available from My `site’, linked below:)  
 
   http://www.dontronics.com/micks-mite/files/index.php?dir=11+Mik-Matrix%2F 
 
The new Program automatically adjusts itself for all versions of MicroMite (28, 44, 
64 and 100 pins) and to try to simplify the code we have changed the CS/LOAD pin 
to be Pin(23) instead of Pin(26) as it is available on ALL versions of MicroMite.  The 
following table shows the correct connections for each flavour of MicroMite. 
 

     MicroMite Versions
28pin 44pin 64pin 100pin

Pin 1 Clock Pin 25 Pin 14 Pin 50 Pin 70

Pin 2 Load/CS Pin 23 Pin 23 Pin 23 Pin 23
Pin 3 Data IN Pin 3 Pin 20 Pin 8 Pin 72

Pin 4 Gnd
Pin 5 5 Volt

Mik-Matrix J5

 
  
 


